Divine Science
Meru University Course #1300
Syllabus
Co-Create with the Elohim!
True spirituality includes a deeper understanding of science as expressed by the Creator through
divine intelligence within creation itself.
The Twelve Elohim are the beings who created the physical universe as we know it—the Divine
Us mentioned in Genesis, chapters 1 and 2. They will share more on the creation process and
how we may invest our life energies in co-creating a beautiful new world through our own
spiritual gifts—imagination, spiritual thoughtforms, alchemy, and the new science of
heartstreaming.
Join David as he imparts new revelations and insights inspired by the Elohim, and then engage in
lively question and answer discussion, dialogue and debate! This will be an exhilarating spiritual
experience with the mighty Elohim, who provide keys for world transmutation as we work as
divine scientists to transform ourselves from within.
Class 1
The Cosmology of Belief: Hercules and Amazonia
 Learn how our inherited belief systems are paradigms that limit us
 Understand how to adopt and put into practice the new higher paradigms of the unity of
all life
 Be a co-creator with God through the divine spark within your heart
 Access the higher levels of divine Buddhic knowledge through entry into the great inner
stillness
Class 2
Mindful Self-discovery: Apollo and Lumina
 Become self-realized and access the eternal Self through meditation and other devotional
practices
 Know the power and higher frequencies of Solar awareness
 Reactivate the memory of who you are in God
 Listen to a darshan of questions and answers with Apollo and Lumina

Class 3
The Joy of Heartstreaming: Heros and Amora
 Develop the ability to stream God-consciousness through your heart
 Express your gifts and talents through heartstreaming
 Connect with your higher Self and the Elohim to know and engage with your highest
purpose, joyfully!
Class 4
Keys to the Rapid Expansion of Consciousness: Astrea and Purity
 Learn about the raising of the kundalini and safe approaches to expanding consciousness
 Prepare your energy body for the raising of this kundalini energy
 Live a disciplined and pure life to sustain this rapid expansion of consciousness
 Consider the interdependence of the polarity of expansion and contraction of
consciousness for our spiritual growth and service
 Observe examples in nature that give a rapid expansion of consciousness, such as the Big
Bang!
Class 5
Visionary Living: Cyclopea and Virginia
 Learn what Cyclopea and Virginia offer to empower you to create a joyful, fulfilling life
through pure visioning
 Develop a clear vision of what you desire to precipitate in your life
 Understand the dynamics of creation through the inbreath and outbreath of God
 Intuit your own life vision as you tune in to heaven’s vision for your life
 Hear what the Elohim have to say about manifesting your highest hopes and dreams
Class 6
Mastering Inner Stillness: Peace and Aloha
 Find out where the Elohim Peace and Aloha desire to take you in your meditation
practices
 Learn keys to maintaining inner stillness during all the demands of your busy day
 Participate with Peace and Aloha in a brief meditation
Class 7
Practical Alchemy for Today: Arcturus and Victoria
 Learn from Arcturus and Victoria what it takes to precipitate miracles in your life
 Discover how practical alchemy moves you toward living in abundant joy and fulfillment
 Realize your power to manifest all you require, no matter the economic climate

Class 8
Tapping Your Inner Genius: Astriel and Aspira
 Learn about the Elohim of the Five Crystal Rays, the Five Dhyani Buddhas and the
Archangels of the Five Crystal Rays
 Contact your own divine inner genie
 Intuit the wisdom of the divine worlds through listening, stillness and silence
 Discover the purpose of dark matter
 Watch your inner genius flow as you co-create with the Elohim
 Contemplate and share how, when and where your inner genius has arisen within you and
expressed itself
Class 9
Becoming a Progenitor of Light: Regiel and Capella
 Change your world through light!
 Accept the reality that you are a powerful being of light
 Access the light of creation to heighten your effectiveness in every area of living
 Know more joy and fulfillment through light
Class 10
The Harmonics of Sun Yoga: Oriel and Divina
 Merge with the sacred energies of the Sun’s solar consciousness
 Learn about quasars, sun emanations and the virtues of God-being emanating from the
Great Central Sun
 Imbibe the energies of the sun and become a solar yogi like Shiva, Surya, Babaji and
Akhnaton
 In your communion with your Solar Presence, how does it feel to be in the radiance of
God within you?
Class 11
Blessedness Through the New Beatitudes: Persiel and Delfina
 Access the New Beatitudes as we embody them in our lives now
 Learn about Jesus as a divine scientist who brought divine science into everything in his
life
 Accept that you are an instrument of blessing
 How have you applied divine science in your own life, especially through your hands?
Class 12
Integrating Alpha and Omega Within: Matriel and Vagela







Appreciate the role of the Elohim of the Five Crystal Rays in sustaining the unmanifest
universe which is the mother aspect of God
Balance your three-fold flame as you work with Alpha and Omega
Discern the hidden teachings within the Book of Revelation
Receive the teaching on the inner Tree of Life
Working with the Five Crystal Ray Elohim in the period between incarnations

